
          

Introduction 
Toley Ranz™ is a Parent's and a Teacher's most valuable Helper and 

Assistant in reaching a child’s soul with kindness and self-assurance; thus, 

providing the feeling of security and inner strength which leads children to 

the love of Self and of learning. Moreover, the Toley Ranz 10-Point Honor 

Code sets the foundation for a healthy, productive future. In return, parents' 

job is easier and less stressful; and in classrooms? Teachers are able to do 

what they do best: teach. 

The Toley Ranz ™ Project - Toley Ranz has been developed over many 

years. Toley Ranz is a child’s educational mascot connecting its powerful 

message to the child’s soul, therefore to emotional well-being.  It especially 

addresses bullying, the bullied and the bully. The experiences with  

Toley Ranz in a child’s early years lead to Self-Value and Self- 

Esteem, as well as the notion of never giving up.  

The Psst-psst of Toley Ranz signals to listen deep inside of self, so it 

can help provide answers in diverse situations, and takes the child on the 

sure path to a healthy, productive life. 
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The Toley Ranz ™ Mission is to provide opportunities to teach children 

that they themselves have the power to boost self-esteem; to build their 

inner strength to counter and diffuse bullying; and how to rise above 

negative influences. At the same time, Toley Ranz increases emotional 

wellbeing in correlation to fostering calm learning environments at home and 

at school; Toley Ranz Kids are the kids of the future. 

Toley Ranz ™ Project - The Psst-Psst of Toley Ranz is children’s 

inner voice of wrong and right, of self-esteem and self-value; this 

educational mascot connects its powerful message to the child’s soul, 

therefore to emotional well-being. It especially addresses the bullied and the 

bully. Through demanding experiences with children on all levels of society 

the TOLEY RANZ School Project has been tested, proven and loved, and 

honored by former President Bill Clinton for the Nomination of the 

"President's Service Award". 

 

Are you or your kids exposed to bullying or extreme teasing?                                 

Kids have low Self-Esteem and fear of any kind?  

STOP 

LISTEN TO WHAT Toley Ranz ™ SAYS!                                              

Find and learn the ANSWERS with the                                         

PSST-PSST of Toley Ranz 
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Toley Ranz visits Cathedral Rock in Sedona, AZ 
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